This writers’ handout was designed to accompany one of WritingFix’s on-line, interactive writing prompts.

WritingFix’s list of 200 breathtaking adjectives
[1] beautiful
[2] terrible
[3] wonderful
[4] horrible
[5] frightening
[6] ferocious
[7] thoughtful
[8] inviting
[9] generous
[10] angry
[11] strict
[12] precocious
[13] mischievous
[14] crazy
[15] embarrassing
[16] tremendous
[17] fantastic
[18] divine
[19] spooky
[20] romantic
[21] traumatic
[22] sympathetic
[23] simple
[24] complicated
[25] unappreciated
[26] reckless
[27] grandiloquent
[28] hilarious
[29] quaint
[30] watery
[31] vast
[32] dizzy
[33] dependent
[34] aggressive
[35] innocent
[36] enlightened
[37] spell-binding
[38] elegant
[39] sensitive
[40] dangerous
[41] uninhibited
[42] deceitful
[43] idealistic
[44] intolerant
[45] consistent
[46] radical
[47] rebellious
[48] egotistical
[49] spontaneous
[50] independent

[51] unpredictable
[52] inexperienced
[53] disobedient
[54] rude
[55] inevitable
[56] desperate
[57] accidental
[58] reliable
[59] moody
[60] unstable
[61] shallow
[62] vapid
[63] loyal
[64] pensive
[65] unstable
[66] chaotic
[67] wary
[68] biased
[69] dogmatic
[70] fussy
[71] sincere
[72] clever
[73] industrious
[74] taciturn
[75] considerate
[76] complicated
[77] consistent
[78] sentimental
[79] blithe
[80] absurd
[81] elastic
[82] capricious
[83] farcical
[84] facetious
[85] comical
[86] ludicrous
[87] jocular
[88] whimsical
[89] priceless
[90] bizarre
[91] perplexing
[92] curious
[93] deviant
[94] different
[95] eccentric
[96] exceptional
[97] extraordinary
[98] peculiar
[99] unconventional
[100] dramatic

[101] droll
[102] preposterous
[103] bloated
[104] bubbling
[105] effervescent
[106] sparkling
[107] naughty
[108] spicy
[109] juicy
[110] abrupt
[111] blunt
[112] hasty
[113] impolite
[114] inconsiderate
[115] crude
[116] impetuous
[117] vivid
[118] suave
[119] subtle
[120] concise
[121] ornery
[122] acrid
[123] amiable
[124] sullen
[125] cloudy
[126] somber
[127] ashen
[128] starry
[129] invisible
[130] murky
[131] chalky
[132] ghostly
[133] pallid
[134] sallow
[135] dusky
[136] lackluster
[137] tarnished
[138] dingy
[139] indistinct
[140] fuzzy
[141] gloomy
[142] illuminated
[143] opaque
[144] overcome
[145] desolate
[146] overcast
[147] otherworldly
[148] hazy
[149] obscure
[150] visionary

[151] poetic
[152] bewildered
[153] undaunted
[154] miffed
[155] foggy
[156] willowy
[157] lanky
[158] glamorous
[159] unusual
[160] drab
[161] nondescript
[162] stimulating
[163] picturesque
[164] gaudy
[165] diverse
[166] peculiar
[167] flamboyant
[168] brilliant
[169] elaborate
[170] eloquent
[171] allusive
[172] luxurious
[173] ornate
[174] polluted
[175] convivial
[176] jovial
[177] sublime
[178] tantalizing
[179] sentimental
[180] enchanting
[181] mundane
[182] mystical
[183] supreme
[184] spooky
[185] omnipotent
[186] exquisite
[187] haunted
[188] abstract
[189] ideal
[190] cryptic
[191] wooly
[192] humongous
[193] frazzled
[194] disheveled
[195] piebald
[196] privileged
[197] cruel
[198] dismal
[199] flawless
[200] breathtaking
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